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Announces:
Basic Polygraph Examiners Certification Course
In
San Antonio, Texas
Combining Commercial and Law Enforcement Instructors from around United States
Past Texas DPS Polygraph School Coordinator:
Sabino Martinez Jr.

Dates:
January 9th thru March 12th, 2012
9901 I.H. 10 West
Suite 800
San Antonio, Texas 78230

Minimum requirements:
Bachelor’s Degree from an accredited university or 5 years’ experience as an investigator (Texas Law) in lieu of
degree (i.e. private investigator or police officer). Must not have been convicted of a crime of moral turpitude
or a felony and should be able to provide a certified documentation of criminal record from a government
agency. For more information please go to our website at www.veridicusinc.com
Name: ___

_____________ ____________________________________________

Address: __________________

_______________________________________________

City _________________________ State _____________________
State License required _____yes

Zip.____________

________ No

If yes name of sponsor:____________________________________________
Please fill out and return this form by scanning the form and e‐mailing it to sabino.martinez@veridicusinc.com

Veridicus International Polygraph Academy is accredited by the American Polygraph Association
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Letters to the Editor
Congratulations on Standards of Practice
The American Polygraph Association soon will
issue standards of practice that require the use of
a validated polygraph technique. Approaching this
important moment for the organization started me
thinking about my 25 year relationship with the
polygraph examination. When I first learned of the
use of the polygraph in sex offender treatment, in
the mid-1980s, I thought it was a bad idea. After all,
the polygraph had a questionable reputation, aided
by the unfortunate scenario of polygraphing sexual
assault victims rather than the person accused of
the assault. Later, when my colleagues and I began
to study the use of the polygraph in sex offender
treatment and supervision, I saw its value clearly and
powerfully. The example I think of frequently is the
offender in Oregon who, in the last year of his four
year probation sentence, moved across the state with
his family and faced a new polygraph examiner. After
reviewing the file, the examiner decided to ask some
questions that had not been asked before: was he
sexually assaulting any of the children he was living
with, his own children? The answer was yes. For
years he had been assaulting his young daughter.
The prior examiner never asked these questions, and
the sexual abuse continued while the offender was
cooperating with treatment and supervision. This
led me to write and train on the need for examiners
to better understand the containment approach, a
team-oriented method to actively monitor and impede
both the offender’s access to victims and his or her
opportunity to reoffend. These were keys to preventing
new sexual assaults. This required understanding
each offender’s situation and carefully constructing
questions that were relevant to the case.
In studying the polygraph, I began to attend
the annual APA seminars to learn more about the
instrument and the industry’s leading organization.
I saw presentations by strong personalities, often
offering different opinions about testing and
interrogation. The variation in perspectives was
interesting and also a little disconcerting: which
approach was the best approach? Moreover, I saw
variation in the field, when observing polygraph
exams, interviewing examiners, and when hearing
stories about examiners’ approaches, stories relayed
to me by probation and parole officers, and treatment
providers. I also worked with polygraph examiners in
Colorado to develop standards of polygraph practice
for our state Sex Offender Management Board, and
I observed some (mild) disagreement among a few
of those conducting sex offender examinations. In
addition, I analyzed polygraph data that my colleagues
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collected by hand in multiple states across the
country. What was consistent in these experiences
was the variation in practice.
The tension between the need to individualize
the exam (and use discretion) and the need for
consistency is a tension that exists across the
criminal justice system, from arrest to bonding out of
jail to parole decision making. In recent years, policy
makers and decision makers have used science to
help mediate the tension between discretion linked to
individual cases, and consistency and standards of
practice. The phrase “evidence-based practice” (EBP)
permeates the criminal justice system these days
and for good reason: we have more than 30 years of
research telling us “what works” and ignoring this
information is now considered unprofessional and,
given the weight of the science, may eventually be
considered unethical.
The APA took a long stride in the direction of
consistency when it first issued standards for postconviction sex offender testing (PCSOT) in 2000.
Those of us promoting the value of the polygraph
in sex offender management were pleased that the
organization was working to improve uniformity of
practice.
Today it is my pleasure to support the new
Standards of Practice, effective January 1st, moving
the APA organization--and thereby the polygraph field
generally--toward a significantly greater reliance on
science. Standard 3.9.1 states that an APA member
must use “scientifically validated testing techniques.”
This standard requires examiners to use only those
polygraph techniques that have benefited from
statistical analysis, publication and replication, a
rigorous standard required by the general scientific
community. The standards differentiate evidentiary
exams from paired testing and investigative testing,
specify the differential accuracy rates appropriate to
these types of examinations, and set a limit of 20%
for inconclusive examinations.
Rather than the long stride APA took when it
issued the PCSOT standards, these new Standards
of Practice for the entire profession are a giant leap
forward for a very important organization. It moves
the APA and its members further from being a trade
organization (and members of a trade organization)
toward being a professional organization. This is a
critically important event in the evolution of the
Association. In the years that I have been observing
the polygraph field, the number of papers published
in Polygraph analyzing testing techniques and scoring

Editor’s Corner
Donald J. Krapohl

The APA encourages a vital and
vigorous election process that is
inclusive and fair. Last year we
had more candidates to choose
from than most years, a healthy
sign for the Association. I hope this
year will be the same. The election
schedule is below.
May 1 - June 15: Period to submit
nominations to the National Office.
Packet should include a statement
of candidacy and a publishable
candidate statement of up to 500
words. A photo may be included,
but is not necessary.
July 1: Closing date of the APA
Magazine that will publish the
candidate statements.
July 14: Email notification of election
(Ensure your email address is
updated at the National Office.)
July 15 - July 21: Electronic elections
July 22: Posting of results on the
website
August 1: Email notification of a
runoff, if necessary
August 5 - August 11:
elections, if necessary

Runoff

August 12: Posting of final election
results
September 16:
Seminar begins.
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Editor@
polygraph.org.
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Letters to the Editor (cont.)
systems has grown exponentially as polygraph
science builds on itself. The APA is to be applauded
for using these studies to identify valid techniques
and to direct practice. In fact, the number of validated
techniques has grown in the last decade from just a
handful to, at last count, 14.
Before I conclude, I would like to make one more
point about the value of the polygraph in sex offender
management and containment. Over the years I
have not said enough about the critical role of the
instrument in identifying those who have been falsely
accused or who are truly first-time offenders. In these
cases, accuracy is critical. These individuals should
be treated very differently from repeat sex offenders,
and we rely on the polygraph examination to help us
make this distinction. But the exam findings must
be correct, meaning that scientifically validated
techniques must be used and the confidence intervals
must be known and reported.
From the containment perspective, my
colleagues and I have recommended that those using
the PCSOT be members of the APA. We will continue
to do so, especially as the organization itself raises
the bar of professional practice. Congratulations to
the APA board and its members on this momentous
achievement.
Kim English

Counterpoint

Danger Ahead: Proceed with Caution
Leadership of the American Polygraph
Association (APA) announced plans to identify
examination techniques that research has identify
as having a suitable level of validity. It is entirely
appropriate for the APA to identify and promote the
best practices in the profession. It could be argued
that in the past the Association was too reticent in
promoting valid testing procedures. That said, the
leadership should be cognizant of the peril involved
in identifying some examination techniques as
possessing a level of validity greater than others.
Abundant prudence should be exercised identifying
examination techniques as more valid than others.
Poor judgment could unfairly categorize some
examiners in an unfavorable manner. It could also
place some polygraph examination programs in
jeopardy by emboldening opponents of polygraph
testing. Perhaps most damaging of all it could delay
advances in the profession.
The three most noteworthy developments in
the history of polygraph testing methods are; (1)
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Leonarde Keeler’s utilization of an examinee’s guilty
knowledge to identify deception and gather critical
information. That process as evolved in the today’s
concealed knowledge test (CKT), which is the single
most accurate diagnosis technique; (2) John Reid’s
development of the comparison question technique
(CQT) that has become the most widely utilized testing
procedure around the world; (3) Cleve Backster’s
creation of the process for numerical evaluation
test data that standardized and greatly enhanced
the decision process for formulating test results.
Keeler, Reid, and Backster were creative polygraph
pioneers who possessed exceptionally innovative
minds. They routinely tinkered with and altered
their testing procedures in ongoing efforts to enhance
the performance of their examination procedures.
Innovation remains a key element in the improvement
of polygraph testing. The APA must be vigilant in
avoiding any policies or directives that would inhibit
the development of new and more effective polygraph
techniques by present and future examiners.
Many years ago, a very heated debate was
carried on within the APA over the use of noninclusive versus inclusive comparison questions
(CQ). Both sides of the debate were very adamant
in arguing their position and fervently believed
in the accuracy of their case. The majority of the
membership believed that non-inclusive CQs
generated more accurate test results and suggested
that inclusive (CQs) would generate false-positive test
results. Some members even suggested that those
examiners who persisted in use of the inclusive CQs
should be excluded from APA membership. Now,
years later, the research demonstrates that inclusive
CQs generate test results that are just, if not more,
accurate that exclusive CQs. How unfair it would
have been to exclude from APA membership those
examiners who utilized non-exclusive CQs. There
was also a period in the past when Dr. David Raskin
of the University of Utah was not particularly welcome
at APA events. A number of APA members believed
some of Raskin’s proposals and testing methods
were detrimental to the profession. Yet two years
ago, the APA awarded Dr. Raskin and the members
of his research program the John E. Reid Award for
distinguished achievements in polygraph research,
teaching and writings. These past well intention but
misguided perspectives should serve as cautionary
notice to those planning to designate the most valid
test procedures.
Polygraph is a forensic tool that is utilized to
address a range issues in a variety of environments.
Examiners apply diverse techniques and testing
procedures to achieve the particular objective

of their circumstance.
While accuracy of the
examiner’s judgments as to the truth or deception
of the examinee is always important, there are
some circumstances in which other products of
the exam are of equal or greater significance than
judgments of truth or deception. If the efforts of
the APA to improve professional standards focuses
too extensively on specific examination techniques,
individual examiners and organizations that utilize
polygraph testing for objectives that are of equal
or even greater consequence than the diagnostic
results of the exams, could be harmed. It would be
very unfortunate if the APA’s efforts to advance the
profession resulted in injury to valuable members
of the polygraph community and to important
organizations.
Approximately 25 years ago, I published an
article in “Polygraph” in which I argued that the
majority of inaccurate polygraph examination results
were the result of defective test data analysis. I
contended that the defective test data analysis most
often resulted from efforts to evaluate recordings
that were too unstable and erratic for accurate
assessment. During the ensuing 25 years in which
I oversaw testing methods of hundreds of polygraph
examiners, I have seen nothing that to alter my
previous stated opinion. Therefore, in their efforts to
enhance proficiency I encourage the APA leadership
to focus on the most basic of skills; test question
formulation, collection of appropriate test data,
and expert test data analysis. Those performance

issues are critical to the success of all examination
techniques and require less complex analysis than
assessing the validity of examination techniques.
Combined with the potential damaging
outcome of rating examination techniques is the fact
that the amount of high quality polygraph research
is rather limited. The most exhausted review of
polygraph research was conducted by a National
Academies of Science (NAS) Committee in 2003. The
committee’s conclusion was;
“The general quality of the evidence for
judging polygraph validity is relatively low:”
Since the NAS review, the state of polygraph
validity research has not changed significantly.
That is unfortunate, but it is still the case that the
quality and quantity of polygraph validity research is
limited. Using the limited body of polygraph validity
research to proclaiming one examination technique
as being superior to others entails significant risk of
error and of being unfair.
The leadership’s efforts to enhance professional
standards are to be commended. However, their
undertakings should be governed by judicious
forethought and great caution. Completing the task
properly is much more important that completing it
swiftly.
Robert Peters

Advertising in the APA Magazine
For pricing and payment information, contact Robbie Bennett at the APA National Office, P.O. Box
8037, Chattanooga, TN 37414, (800) APA-8037, or email - manager@polygraph.org.
Then, all you need to do is send your electronic ad in .jpeg or .pdf file format, to the editor at editor@
polygraph.org.
Don’t worry, short line items in the Buy and Sell and Upcoming Seminar sections are still free.
As always, we publish (at no charge) in each Magazine a listing of upcoming polygraph training
sessions for APA accredited schools.
Submissions and/or technical questions regarding your ad should be sent to editor@polygraph.org.
Please note that submission deadlines are posted on page 3 of each issue.
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LOOK CLOSER...
Same quality and reliability, new look.

Employment
Kansas City, MO Police Department
The Kansas City, MO Police Department will have an opening in the Polygraph Section for a
Supervisor/Polygraph Examiner position on 01-02-12. This is a non-sworn position in the Human
Resources Division/Employment Unit. Interested candidates must have completed course work/
internship from a polygraph school accredited by the AAPP and/or APA and have a degree from a
four-year college or university in related course work; or a combination of education and experience.
Candidates must have a minimum of five years experience administering polygraph examinations
with an emphasize in law enforcement pre-employment, internal and criminal examinations.
Excellent communication skills both orally and in writing are essential. All suitable candidates
must pass a background investigation. Interested candidates should send resume’ and supporting
documentation to Cheryl Ricks, Employment Coordinator, Kansas City, MO Police Department,
1125 Locust, Kansas City, MO 64106.
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APA Upgrades to Full Member

Membership News

Fabian Garces-Mur
Delia Macario
Mark S. Maieli
Kevin D. Maul
Rodolfo Pelayo Prado
Jennifer L. Tooker

Certificate of Advanced & Specialized Training
Daniel G. Hocking
David M. Otwell

Looking for the list of
APA Applicants?
The current list of APA Applicants can now be found on the APA website in the
members only section.

Upgrading Membership Classifications from
Associate to Full Member
If you have a college degree and you have completed a minimum of 200 polygraph examinations, request
that your membership classification be upgraded from ASSOCIATE to FULL MEMBER.
In order for the Board of Directors to act upon your request, it will be necessary for you to:
Provide a notarized statement from your supervisor or knowledge-able colleague, who must be a full
member of the American Polygraph Association, attesting that you have completed a minimum of 200
polygraph examinations.
Please forward the certification directly to:
APA National Office
P.O. Box 8037
Chattanooga, TN 37414
If you have any problems or questions regarding your membership, please call the National Office Manager
at 800/272-8037 or 423/892-3992.
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THE BACKSTER SCHOOL OF LIE DETECTION
Celebrating our School’s 52nd Year!

Accredited by the American Polygraph Association (APA) since 1966.
Recognized by the American Association of Police Polygraphists (AAPP), the California Association of Polygraph Examiners (CAPE) and
virtually all International, State and Local Polygraph Associations!

The generally recognized leader and premier school throughout the world in establishing and
teaching polygraph technique standards. Used by Law Enforcement agencies for over 50 years!

All schools are not the same! You’ll get what you pay for!

(Become a part of history …learn directly from the creator of Modern Polygraph Technique!)
Cleve Backster: Director and Chief Instructor (Charter / Life Member of both APA & AAPP)

Originator of the Backster Zone Comparison Technique, and the first system for numerical evaluation of polygraph
charts, both now generally adopted as the standard throughout the polygraph field.

Polygraph Examiner Training Courses
8-WEEK BASIC POLYGRAPH EXAMINER TRAINING COURSES
June 6 - July 29, 2011 (PE-185)
September 19 - November 11, 2011 (PE-186)
January 9- March 8, 2012 (PE-187)
June 4-July 28, 2012 (PE-188)
September 10-November 2, 2012 (PE-189)

2-DAY POLYGRAPH FOR IMMIGRATION LAW (I-CARE) COURSE

(Register online to be placed on information list … we need a minimum of 10 to confirm a class)
POST CONVICTION SEX OFFENDER TESTING TRAINING (PCSOT) COURSE ($600)
(Minimum of 8 required to confirm class)
(Tentative) November 14 - 18, 2011
(Tentative) March 5-9, 2012
(Tentative) November 5-9, 2012

3-DAYADVANCED PCSOT WEEKEND (SAT, SUN, & MON) TRAINING SEMINAR
(Minimum of 8 required to confirm class)
(Tentative) November 20 - 22, 2010 (Taught to both JPCOT & APA Standards)
(Tentative) March 10-12, 2012 (Taught to both JPCOT & APA Standards)
(Tentative) November 10-12, 2012 (Taught to both JPCOT & APA Standards)

5-DAY POLYGRAPH EXAMINER WORK CONFERENCE ($600)
54th Annual December Advanced Polygraph Conference December 5 - 9, 2011
55th Annual December Advanced Polygraph Conference December 3-7, 2012

Website: www.backster.net

???

The Backster School of Lie Detection
ATTN: JT Adams, Registrar
86l Sixth Avenue, Suite 403
San Diego, CA 92l0l
Tel: (619) 233-6669 Fax: (619) 233-3441

e-mail: clevebackster@cs.com

The Polygraph Question

???

		 Q: Which of the following best describes the undulations in the cardiograph tracings like
those below:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Respiratory sinus arrhythmia
Vagus
Respiration blood pressure fluctuations
Baroreceptor feedback desynchronization

In Memoriam
We are deeply saddened to announce the passing of Charter Member Norman Ansley.
Mr. Ansley attended the Keeler School in 1951, and completed more than 40 years of
government service as a polygraph examiner. He was the editor of APA’s publications
from the inception of the APA in 1966 until 1997. Mr. Ansley was a prolific writer, and
authored hundreds of polygraph-related articles. He was also the recipient of many
APA awards. Mr. Ansley died on October 23rd. He was 82.

David Knight
We regret to announce the passing of APA member David W. Knight on September 16,
2011 at the age of 67. Mr. Knight served in the US Army from 1963 to 1966, retired
from the Detroit Police Department, and had a private polygraph business. He was a
member of the Michigan Association of Polygraph Examiners. He joined the APA in
May of 1983.

Ben Malinowski

Membership News

Norman Ansley

The APA regrets to announce the passing of member Benjamin (Ben) Franklin
Malinowski (Ben) August 23, 2011 after a long illness. Owing to his polygraph expertise,
Mr. Malinowski had been chosen to be on the Select Committee on Assassinations for
President John F. Kennedy, U.S. House of Representatives. He also participated in the
investigation of the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King, the My Lai Massacre, the
Herman Talmadge Ethics Investigation, and he provided assistance to the Alabama
Attorney General on the 16th Street Church Bombing.
Mr. Malinowski was a Charter Member of the American Polygraph Association. He was
82 years old.

Attention: If you ran a high profile examination that would be educational and informative
to your professional colleagues, the APA Magazine would be a great place to get the word out.
These articles typically run about 1000 - 1500 words. The test charts are also helpful. If you
have a case to share, send your article to Editor@polygraph.org.
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Accredited Basic and Advanced Training
By Internationally Known Polygraph Experts
Nathan J. Gordon and William L. Fleisher

They Wrote the Book - 3rd Edition Bigger & Better!
ASIT PolySuite Algorithm Creators
Software Inventors
Peer-Reviewed Scientific Research
Teaching Around The World

Academy for Scientific Investigative Training
Cutting-Edge Forensic Innovators
ADVANCE YOUR AGENCY, & CAREER
Basic Polygraph
Advanced Polygraph
Continuing Education
Post Conviction Sexual Offender Training
Proprietary Algorithms for Chart Analysis
Forensic Assessment Interview Technique
Integrated Zone Comparison Technique
Horizontal Scoring System
Manual Algorithm for Data Analysis
Integrated Interrogation Technique
Three DVD’s on Interview & Interrogation
NEW SCORING SOFTWARE: ASIT Polysuite™
Now Offered by Lafayette

Post Conviction (PCSOT) ($600.)
Mar. 5 – 9;
May 14 – 18;
Jul. 23 – 27;
Nov. 12 – 16

To register , for more information, for training at your location. to order
the 2nd Edition of Effective Interviewing and Interrogation Techniques:

Advanced PCSOT ($450.)
July 30 – 31

UNITED STATES: Nathan J. Gordon, Director
Voice: 1-215-732-3349 Fax: 1-215-545-1773
E-Mail: truthdoctor@polygraph-training.com

Forensic Assessment Interviewing and
Integrated Interrogation Techniques ($600.)
Jan. 16 – 20;
Mar. 26 – 30;
June 4 - 8;
Sept. 24 – 28

MIDDLE EAST: Essam Ali Gamal-El-Din
Voice: 2027607178 Cell: 2010-164-0503
E-Mail: academytruthseeker@yahoo.com
LATIN & SOUTH AMERICA: Tuvia Shurany
Cell: 972-54-884-4000
E-Mail: tuvia@liecatcher.com
© Copyright 2010 A.S.I.T. All rights reserved.

2012 A.S.I.T. Courses

Polygraph 101 Basic ($4,750. US/$5,500 Abroad)
(Academics: 8 weeks, Post-Grad: Two Weeks)
Jan. 9 – Mar. 2;
May 28 – Jul. 20;

Mar. 19 – May 11;
Sept. 17 – Nov. 9

Advanced Polygraph ($450.00)
Nov. 29 and 30

Academy for Scientific Investigative Training
1704 Locust Street, Second Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19103 U.S.A.
www. Polygraph-training.com
1-215-732-3349

NOW offering two Day Certification
Courses in MITT
The Morgan Interview Thematic Technique

???

The Polygraph Question

???

Answer: Respiration blood pressure fluctuations. See Handler & Reicherter (2008).
Respiratory blood pressure fluctuations observed during polygraph examinations. Polygraph, 37(4),
256-262.
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Membership News

The American Polygraph Association is grateful for the financial contributions from
the following persons and organizations over the past 12 months:

Buy and Sell
FOR SALE: Axciton 5 channel computerized polygraph instrument & assorted equipment. It
includes all needed attachments along with everything anyone needs to set up a business. Motion
sensor pad. Complete CCTV system includes camera, monitor, 2 VCRs, and necessary wiring.
Printer almost new. Price does not include computer. Lafayette polygraph black leather chair. Also
a Lafayette Factfinder II all electronic analog polygraph instrument w/numerous miscellaneous
additional parts & supplies. Everything for $2500 but buyer pays shipping.
Everything in good working condition.
Contact Chris Cothran at: 303-957-8194 (cell), 303-987-1481 (home), or chriscothran@q.com.
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Polygraph Examiner
Training Schedule
January 9 - March 2, 2012
March 19 - May 11, 2012
May 28 - July 20, 2012
September 17 - November 9, 2012
Advanced Polygraph
November 29-30 - 16, 2012

Maryland Institute of Criminal Justice

Training & Seminars

Academy for Scientific Investigative
Training

January 9 - March 2, 2012
April 2 - May 25, 2012
September 18 - November 9, 2012
PCSOT
March 5 - 9, 2012

National Center for Credibility Assessment

PCSOT
March 5 - 9, 2012
May 14 - 18, 2012
July 23 - 27, 2012
November 12 - 16, 2012

January 10 - April 11, 2012
April 24 - July 25, 2012
August 14 - November 15, 2012

Advanced PCSOT
July 30 - 31, 2012

Veridicus International Polygraph Academy
January 9 - March 12, 2012

Arizona School of Polygraph Science
January 23 - March 16, 2012
September 24 - November 16, 2012

ASTM Standards on Ca
Standards to the classroo
can register their course
standards for using in th
download the standards
Standards for $10 – the
http://www.astm.org/stu
for details!

Backster School of Lie Detection
January 9 - March 8, 2012
June 4 - July 28, 2012
September 10 - November 2, 2012
PCSOT
March 5 - 9, 2012 (tentative)
November 5 - 9, 2012 (tentative)
Advanced PCSOT
March 10 - 12, 2012 (tentative)
November 10 - 12, 2012(tentative)
Annual Polygraph Examiner Work
Conference
December 3 - 7, 2012

ASTM Standards on Campus lets instructors bring ASTM
Standards to the classroom easily and affordably. Professors
can register their course online and select up to 10 ASTM
standards for using in their course or curriculum. Students
download the standards package for just $10. Ten ASTM
Standards for $10 - the best deal on campus! Log on to
http://www.astm.org/studentmember/Access by Course.
html for details!

Attention School Directors
If you would like to see your school’s 2012 course dates
listed here, simply send your upcoming course schedule
to editor@polygraph.org.
APA Magazine 2011, 44(6)
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LX5000 Advanced Computerized Polygraph
The LX5000 provides superior physiological data and the most advanced electrodermal solutions that have ever been
available to polygraph examiners. Backed by hardware and software engineers with decades of experience, the LX5000
system offers a robust platform that stands apart from other systems, performing under the most demanding conditions.
Our LX5000 is the most advanced and flexible polygraph system available today!

LX5000 Hardware Features

LXSoftware v11.1 Features

Designed as a robust system that is significantly smaller in size, our basic
LX5000 System records nine channels at a time, and provides you with many
additional benefits including:

Windows®-based since 1994, our software offers unparalleled ease-of-use
and proven reliability, and is Windows® 7 compatible. LXSoftware comes
with POLYSCORE® and Objective Scoring System Scoring Algorithms, as well
as, the following features:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data transfer rate up to 360 samples per second across all channels
24-bit analog to digital conversion
Small, compact design making transport and storage easy
Can add up to 9 additional channels (18 total)
Extended measurement ranges
Selectable GSR or GSC channel
Dedicated PPG channel included
Durable, yet lightweight design
Operation with our proven, state-of-the-art LXSoftware
3 year warranty and lifetime technical support

• Updated User List and Audit Trail
• Ability to “Snap” an Individual Trace to Baseline
• Integrated Multi-Language Support for English, Spanish, and Russian
languages
• Six EDA choices (GSR or GSC - manual, detrended, and automatic)
• Multi-Camera Support: will support up to 16 cameras, providing multiple
views of the subject
• Customizable Personal History and Exam/Series forms
• Scripting Capability
• Save Polygraph Files and all other documents as PDF formats

sales@lafayetteinstrument.com
www.lafayettepolygraph.com
Phone: (765) 423-1505
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Upcoming Seminars

The American Polygraph Association and the New Mexico Society of Forensic Polygraphers
will co-sponsor a seminar on February 1-3, 2012, at the Hyatt Regency Albuquerque, 330
Tijeras Northwest, Albuquerque, New Mexico. For further seminar information and registration
forms please call the APA National Office at 800-272-8037 or e-mail manager@polygraph.org.

The California Association of Polygraph Examiners (CAPE) will hold a training conference on
April 13-14, 2012 at the Embassy Suites South Lake Tahoe, 4130 Lake Tahoe Blvd., South
Lake Tahoe, 96150. For Hotel & Registration Forms and class schedule, visit the CAPE website
at www.californiapolygraph.com.

The American Association of Police Polygraphers, Inc. has scheduled their Annual Polygraph
Seminar for April 30 - May 4, 2012 at the Hyatt Regency Denver Tech Center in Denver,
Colorado. For more information about the seminar, visit the AAPP website at www.policepolygraph.
org.

Training & Seminars

The National Polygraph Association has scheduled their 2012 Seminar and Business Meeting
on January 23-25, 2012 at the Golden Nugget Casino and Hotel in Las Vegas, NV. Hotel
reservations can be made by calling 1-800-634-3454 and mentioning the National Polygraph
Association - Code 1E597V. The seminar fee is $125 advance/$150 at the door for members and
$200 in advance/$250 at the door for non-members. Speakers will be Dr. Mary Paine, Mr. Chip
Morgan, and Mr. Chuck Slupski. For further information contact Gary Davis at 785-828-3248 or
email the NPA at nationalpolygraph@yahoo.com.

The APA 47th Annual Seminar/Workshop will be held in San Diego, California on September
16-21, 2012.

Quotables
The only things worth learning are the things you learn after you know it all.
					

-Harry S. Truman
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POLYGRAPHIST PROFESSIONAL
LIABILITY INSURANCE

The truth of the matter is, administering a
polygraph exam without insurance is reckless.
Professional and Personal Injury Liability
Optional Coverages Available:
Interviewing
Written Testing
Private Investigation
Background Checks
Law Enforcement Polygraphs
General Liability (available in most states)
Complete Equity Markets, Inc.
In California: dba Complete Equity Markets Insurance Agency, Inc. CASL# 0D44077
1190 Flex Court Lake Zurich, IL 60047-1578
www.cemins.com/poly.html 800-323-6234
Contact: Melanie Javens direct line 847-777-7460

Look
Closer...
You’re Not Just Buying a Polygraph
7KHEHVWLQVWUXPHQWGHOLYHUVWKHEHVWUHVXOWV
8QWRXFKDEOHTXDOLW\ZLWKXQEHDWDEOHSULFLQJ
Polygraph Professional Suite™ Silver Solution
- 1 DataPac_USB™ high resolution 8-channel instrument
- 1 StingRay SE™ piezo electronic ﬁlm countermeasure cushion
- 2 pneumatic respiration transducers
- 1 complete set of EDA electrodes (gold plated metal and silver/silver wet-gel electrodes)
- 100 disposable silver/silver wet-gel EDA electrodes
- 1 deluxe pneumatic blood pressure cuff with large sphygmomanometer (one size ﬁts all)
- 1 FingerCuff pneumatic blood pressure cuff
- 1 ruggedized Pelican instrument case with custom padded divider set
- 1 OSS 1 & 2 scoring algorithms, courtesy of Donald Krapohl and Barry McManus
- 1 OSS 3 scoring algorithm, courtesy of Raymond Nelson, Donald Krapohl and Mark Handler
- 1 comprehensive printed and bound user manual and integrated video tutorials
- 3 year all-inclusive maintenance agreement
- 3 year DataPac_USB replacement warranty
through overnight courier service
- Lifetime technical support

NONIN
ONIN PureSAT®
Pulse Oximetry
Sensor

&XWWLQJHGJHWHFKQRORJ\
DW\RXUILQJHUWLSV
FingerCuff™
Limestone Technologies’ all inclusive Polygraph
Professional Suite includes our revolutionary
FingerCuff. Finally an alternative to the Blood
Pressure Cuff. Incorporate cutting edge technology
with our new FingerCuff.

Pulse Oximetry Sensor
Limestone Technologies has integrated the industries’
best medical pulse oximetry design for our latest
Finger PLE sensor. NONIN PureSAT® signal processing
technology provides exactly what examiners need!
Consistently reliable physiological measurements,
even in a challenging monitoring environment.

Polygraph
Professional Suite
Silver Solution

Customer Service 24/7

Replacement
Replac
acement
ceemeeent W
Warranty
arrrrannnty
ty

Online technical support is available 24/7 through
gghh our
ouur
secure knowledge base. Quarterly program updates
teees are
are
available to customers on our dedicated, secure online
o ne
onlin
server. Software when you want it, at your convenience.
ennnienccce.
enience.
e.

Be assu
assured
a ureed that
thhat all
a instruments
instrrrumentss include
innccluddde a three
thrree year
yyeeaar
replacement
replacem
pl emeennt warranty.
w rranttty.
warr
y Our
O guarantee
gguaranttee that
t t any
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deeffectivee
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be replaced
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p cced within
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hhourss maximizes
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aannnd productivity.
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CANADA: 613.634.2594
NORTH AMERICA: 866.765.9770 (toll free)
e)
e)
INTERNATIONAL: 011.613.634.2594
E-mail: sales@limestonetech.com

www.limestonetech.com
m
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IT IS NOT TOO EARLY TO PLAN TO ATTEND THE APA
2012 ANNUAL APA SEMINAR IN SAN DIEGO
by Gordon Vaughan
With the recent
conclusion of the very
successful 2011 APA
Seminar in Austin, Texas,
we look ahead to the
2012 APA Seminar in San
Diego, California. That
seminar is scheduled for
September 16-21, 2012,
at the Hilton San Diego
Bayfront.
The Hilton San
Diego Bayfront is a newer
premier hotel located in
downtown San Diego on
the San Diego Bay. The
hotel is minutes from the
San Diego International
Airport
and
within
walking distance of the Gaslamp Quarter which has world class shopping and dining. http://www.
gaslamp.org It is also within walking distance of the San Diego Padres’ PETCO Park and within easy
driving distance of Sea World http://www.seaworld.com, San Diego Zoo and Safari Park http://www.
sandiegozoo.org, Old Town San Diego http://www.oldtownsandiegoguide.com, beaches and nearby
La Jolla http://www.lajollabythesea.com. The Hotel has on premises four restaurants, including
fine dining, a Fox Sports bar and other lounges as well as a Starbucks coffee house. A first class spa
is also on site.
As at the Austin
seminar, the APA
has negotiated all
rooms
within
the
reserved block at the
prevailing government
lodging rate – which
is
currently
$131
not including taxes.
(The final rate will
be set early in 2012.)
No resort fee will be
added. To the extent
rooms are available
the rate is applicable
to members two days
before and after the
seminar.
In-room
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Internet and fitness center will be complementary and no resort fees will be charged. A reduced selfparking rate of $10 a day is also available.
For the Austin seminar attendees reserved all group rooms by June. It is expected that the San
Diego seminar will be equally popular and, as such, making an early commitment and reservation
is highly recommended. Please note that if you make a reservation it is important that you have
reasonably firm expectations of attending the seminar as late cancellations cause problems both to
members who may have been precluded from making a reservation because the room block has been
exhausted and to the APA’s commitment to fill a contracted number of rooms. The cutoff date for
making a room reservation at the contracted rates is August 14, 2012. If you make a reservation and
later have to cancel, such cancellation should be made if at all possible prior to the cutoff date. The
hotel will refer any room cancellations to the APA National Office before cancelation is completed to
determine if there are any waitlisted attendees seeking a room.
The APA Board held its 2011 Winter Board meeting at the hotel and everyone was excited
about the quality of the hotel, the meeting facilities, the staff services and its location. (This hotel
should not be confused with the older Gaslamp Quarter Hilton located within the Gaslamp Quarter.)
The web site for the hotel is: http://hiltonsandiegobayfront.com. A video tour is available at http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=sBXfeCWLE24 .
Mike Gougler, the Seminar Chair, has already begun working on the curriculum and it promises
to provide a number of fresh and important topics, including continued consideration of validated
testing techniques and standards. As at the Austin Seminar there will be Sunday afternoon PreSeminar presentation that provides CE credit. The Seminar will also offer Spanish translation. (The
Board of Directors has determined that such translation services will be made available at all future
Annual Seminars.) Keep an eye on the APA Magazine and APA Web Page for further updates on the
curriculum as the Seminar approaches. If you have suggestions for topics contact Mike Gougler at
directorgougler@polygraph.org.
The APA Web Page will, on or around November 1, 2011, have instructions and a code for
making reservations at the Hotel at the group rate. Reservations may be booked at that time.

APA Magazine 2011, 44(6)
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President’s Message
Pam Shaw

We all recognize the important and significant contribution of PDD screening in our respective agencies,
communities and countries. It is with deep concern for safety, program efficiency and high regard for
professionalism in polygraph that has brought this facet of the 2012 standards back onto the discussion
table. From these discussions, a healthy coordinated effort between concerned APA members and the
Research and Development Committee has taken place and resulted in a proposal for new language
addressing validation standards for screening techniques in the APA By Laws. This proposal will be
brought before the APA Board of Directors for vote in mid-December. Should the Board vote in favor of
this amended language, the By Laws will be edited accordingly and made available on the website before
January 1, 2012.
As we stand at the threshold of the year 2012, great efforts are also being exerted to complete editorial
reviews and place final touches on the full meta-analysis report. It is anticipated that this report will be
published and en route to every APA member by January. I believe the full report, along with the executive
summary, will be essential educational documents for every APA member and accredited school. By
educating ourselves and engaging in healthy discussions about our scientific foundations, we can better
understand our position in the forensic sciences, and equip ourselves to make more sound decisions in
field settings.

From the Board

H

ello fellow members. I hope you are doing well. Though it has only been a couple months since
our Austin seminar, it seems there is much to report. Without hesitation I can assure you that
your APA board has been hard at work developing and enhancing various APA projects. Of primary
concern to our profession are the developments in the area of validated techniques and the 2012 standards.
Your board has been in discussion with concerned members, past presidents and select committees about
the various implications of the meta-analysis report and how it aligns with our 2012 standards. An area
of particular, repeated concern centers around PDD techniques used for screening purposes. This is not
surprising given the conversation and feedback during the annual seminar.

As a reminder, every state association and/or country can request to have an APA appointed speaker
address the topic of validated techniques at a local, regional or state training seminar AND receive a sum
of $500 from the APA to help underwrite the cost of bringing in that speaker. It is hoped that this one-time
allotment of funds will help ensure that the message of validated techniques and the 2012 standards can
be delivered to associations and locations no matter their budget or number of members.
Other essential APA projects underway are early discussions regarding revision of the APA school
accreditation manual, preparations for our next electronic elections, further advancements on our APA
website, negotiations with hotel properties at possible seminar site locations for the next 3 to 4 years, as
well as on-going curriculum and event developments for the 2012 seminar to be held in San Diego, CA.
I encourage you to send our Seminar Chair, Mike Gougler any suggested topics or guest speakers that you
would like to have at future seminars. Additionally, I encourage you to be thinking about and preparing
submissions for award nominations. Remember, every award recipient at the next seminar will not only be
honored among their peers, but they will also receive waived annual dues for the following year.
Though there is much work to be done in the year ahead, I am confident your APA Board is equipped and
already working to tackle all that is before them. In discussing all these matters, I would also like to take
a moment and thank all of you who volunteered to serve on the various APA committees. Without your
support the committees could not accomplish their mission, and consequently, we would not have an
effective means to advance and grow as an association. Thank you for your time and service!
To all in our polygraph community: I wish you a very joyous holiday season and a happy new year!
APA Magazine 2011, 44(6)
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Board of Directors’ Reports
From the Board

George Baranowski
Vice President, Private
Greetings everyone
Wow, all of a sudden were into fall. I’m dreading
bringing out that leaf rake again, and it’s just
beginning to sink in that this year, 2011, is coming
to a close. For some, anything coming to a close is
sad. However, as many philosophers tell, it’s best
to turn on to the bright side of life. (In fact there’s
a song like that sung in one of the Monty Python
movies that I remember.) The bright side is that a
brand new year, 2012, is just around the corner and
promising new and wondrous things just waiting for
us to discover.
That reminds me about examiners who have talked
to me over the years that there’s going to come a
time when their career in law enforcement or job
as a federal examiner is going to end, and they
contemplate the possibility of going into private
practice when this happens. They talk about retiring
from this agency or that department, and down
deep inside, I think they are looking for information
about this rather than advice. Having said that, and
because my office is that of Vice-President Private,
I intend to present an article that just might give
some insight to such decisions. It’s not that I feel
I have all the answers, because there’s no one like
that. I’ve been a private examiner for over 20 years,
and I’m still learning new things, new situations.
Technology keeps changing, issues change and laws
or regulations change.
One of the things that surprised me recently when I
came on the Board was not only the total membership
count of the American Polygraph Association, but
to learn that we presently have nearly the same
number of private examiner members as there are
law enforcement members, and each year that figure
appears to increase.
Regarding news from the Member Services
Committee of which I am the General Chairman,
it’s been rewarding to see the number of members
that volunteer participation in this committee. The
Member Services Committee is one of the most robust
within the board as it attends to a number of areas
within our Association. One aspect of the Committee
deals with Membership itself, whose duties include
verifying qualifications of new members and related
areas. Another feature is Quality Control, which
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relates to confirming or corroborating the validity
of an examination submitted for a credibility
assessment. Another facet of the committee
is Mentorship, which is a helpful and unique
concept that links newly graduated examiners with
experienced or more seasoned examiners to help
them through those initial periods of time spent
finding their sea legs. The Electronic Voting project
is also within this Committee’s purview. This
innovation has allowed the entire membership to
have a voice in our important elections.
As General Chair, I have also been assigned to the
APA State Advisory Committee. As of this writing,
I have contacted each State Association to obtain
updated information about their association, and I
am pleased at the number of responses that I have
received. In my communications with them I cited
what I feel to be one of the most positive events
to have taken place in the polygraph profession.
Thanks to the hard, dedicated work of a remarkable
group of researchers within our membership,
this Ad Hoc Committee on Validated Techniques,
chaired by Mike Gougler, produced a committee
report titled “Meta-Analytic Survey of Criterion
Accuracy of Validated Polygraph Techniques.” After
all these years, there is now firm research that
refers to a scientific approach that involves validity
and reliability of the techniques we utilize in such a
way that is recognizable to the scientific community
in general. This means that the positive results
of this meta-analysis makes our polygraph tests
more defensible than ever as a valid scientific test,
based on sound recognizable principles of scientific
decision theory.
The American Polygraph Association is excited
about this, and wants to make sure our polygraph
community both receives and understands this
accomplishment. President Pam Shaw noted in her
acceptance speech at the banquet in Austin, TX,
that she obtained approval for a:
“One time financial assistance of $500 to any state
association or country requesting an APA appointed
presenter to address this topic of validation and the
2012 standards at their association seminars held
in the year 2012.”
One final note, I represented the American Polygraph
Association at this year’s ATSA (Association for
the Treatment of Sexual Abusers) Conference that
was held in November in Toronto, Canada. I went
there with the best positive attitude I could muster,

Upon telling him that there are no valid tests that
use that many questions and providing him with a
copy of the APA Model Policy and the Validated Test
report, he appeared shocked. He made it clear that
he did not want to disclose this examiner’s name or
location, but he was allowed to look at the listing
of APA PCSOT Certified Examiners and it was no
surprise that his examiner’s name apparently did
not appear. However, it was of interest that he
did take down the names and numbers of some
examiner’s that he said he wanted to contact. My
only regret was that I forgot to ask the therapist if
that client that was asked 27 questions passed or
failed.
Have a great Fall, see you next year.

Walt Goodson
Vice President, Law Enforcement
Greetings again from Austin, Texas and no I’m not
stranded here from the past seminar. I do actually
live here. Having to submit an article for the APA
Magazine on two month intervals has had me
contemplating for some time how I can continually
be both interesting and informative. So I asked
my wife, who has a degree in journalism, how I
might accomplish this feat and she told me without
hesitation that I’m not interesting so focus on being
informative. I’m pretty sure she is right, so here
goes informative.
Since being assigned as the General Chair of the
Ethics and Grievance Committee I have established
my committee which has been approved by President
Shaw. I proudly chose my esteemed colleague
Lieutenant Brian Vaughan as the Chairman of the
committee. The members of the committee are Bill
Gary, Marcia Feucht, Steve Adang, William Gillespie
and Michael Martin.
I initially received the Ethics and Grievance
Committee duties with many condolences as I was
warned by several former members that serving
on this committee would be a tremendous amount
of work. I am most pleased to inform you that so
far this does not seem to be the case. I have only
received a few inquiries from the general public that
were unfounded and a couple of old issues from the
former committee to resolve. I think this speaks to
the overall professionalism of our members and it
makes me proud to be a part a membership which
administers thousands of examinations each year,
in many hostile and confrontational situations,
without complaints.
Maybe our leadership in
Washington DC could learn a thing or two from you.
Over the last month I have had the good fortune
to give presentations to the Oklahoma and Florida
Polygraph Associations on validated principles
and techniques as well as the results of the APA
meta-analysis. I would like to take a minute to say
thanks to the members of these associations for
their dedication and for the incredible kindness and
hospitality they extended to me during my visits to
their respective states. Both of these associations
had larger than usual participation and as I spoke
to many of the members of these associations,
it was made very clear that there is a hunger for
consistency in our profession. I have also heard
from many of you through calls and emails that you
want specific “hands on” training on the techniques
supported by the APA’s meta-analysis.
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From the Board

knowing that this is going to be a tough crowd
because historically there have been ATSA members,
particularly those in board and executive positions
who have vehemently opposed the polygraph
testing of sex offenders. This was an International
Conference for treatment providers, and it was held
in Canada where PCSOT testing is not allowed. It
was almost like the feeling of being a missionary at
the turn of the century being assigned to convert
non-believers. Well, I’ll tell you it turned out better
than expected. I was met by one of the champion
non-believers almost immediately after we set up
our tent and displayed our wares (Model Policy and
the Validated Polygraph Techniques Report). We
sparred for a time but any thought of conversion
was way out of the question. However, this proved
to be the only negative encounter I experienced.
On the positive side, there were a number of ATSA
attendees (all from the United States) who provided
positive comments, stating that they use polygraph
in their work, that they couldn’t do without it, but
at the same time looking around in hope that no
one heard them say this. I intend to report more
information on this experience later.
In closing, I just wanted to share one report that
was made by a therapist on our second day there.
He first asked us what questions he should be
furnishing to his polygraph examiner. He said he
usually prepares about 50 or 60 questions, and
wanted to know if there were any other “good ones”
that he had not thought of yet to furnish to his
examiner. We were a little confused at this request,
but as we continued to talk, the therapist said that
his examiner uses “about 27 questions on his tests.”
As I talked to him further, the therapist made it clear
that this was this examiner’s “Usual Maintenance
Test” and nothing like a Concealed Information Test
or a Peak of Tension Test. The therapist liked him
“because he asks all the questions.” It was also of
interest that he said only one test chart is run.
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From the Board

This outcry motivated me and the leadership of my
department to expand the philosophy of the Texas
DPS Polygraph School. The DPS Polygraph School
was founded in 1995 as a basic law enforcement
polygraph school and since that time has only
focused on training new law enforcement polygraph
examiners. We all know, as professionals, that
there are always a select few who receive basic
polygraph training, but never seek advancement
through continuing education or membership in
a professional organization either due to financial
reasons or obligation overload. It is for this reason
we have begun to offer free continuing education to
our law enforcement and government brethren.
The goal of our 40 hour continuing education
courses is to provide advanced training to polygraph
examiners in the most valid and defendable polygraph
techniques available in an effort to bring all law
enforcement examiners up to current standards.
These courses, like those offered through NCCA, will
focus on valid techniques. However, our course will
offer other defendable methods such as Empirical
Scoring System, Utah Approach and Directed Lie
Screening Techniques. Our course will also differ
slightly from NCCA in that it will be very “hands on”
with significant practical lab training and coaching
to ensure the students can properly execute their
newly acquired skills prior to completing the course.
If you are interested in attending this training you
can find further course information and how to
register on our website at: http://www.dps.texas.
gov/polygraph/
Finally, over the past two months a handful of our
membership has reached out to me asking for help
and various information. You elected me to serve
you so please continue to feel free to use me as a
resource if there is anything you need.
As always, I thank each of you for your dedication to
the professionalism of polygraph.

Mike Gougler
Director
Fellow Professionals:
Plans are underway for the 2012 Annual Seminar
in San Diego. The theme of the seminar will be
“Enhancing Performance” and will focus on the
maximization of polygraph results obtained from
the use of validated techniques.
Please make your reservations early as we expect
another large turnout. Further details can be found
on the APA website. The conference schedule will
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be posted and updated as it is developed.
Remember that the Validated Techniques Standard
of Practice along with the other standards take effect
January 1, 2012. There have been some minor
changes to the standard. These will be addressed in
other board members’ articles. Please contact any
board member for clarification.
The membership will vote on the award winners
this year so get your nominations in to the National
Office. We would hope to have many deserving
members nominated.
Just a reminder to state and national associations,
the APA will underwrite up to $500 for speakers
teaching the validated polygraph techniques at an
association sponsored seminar.
Please contact
me if you have any questions. Thank you for your
involvement in the APA.
I can be contacted at gouglerm222@yahoo.com.

Raymond Nelson
Director
Greetings everyone. The seasons are changing and
the new year and will be here soon. I hope everyone
has a safe and warm holiday season. Work continues
at the APA research committee, completing the final
report on the meta-analysis of validated techniques.
Most people seem to welcome the information from
this project, though there are many questions and
impressions that are worth discussion. Please do
not hesitate to contact me if you want information
about any details that may not yet be available. We
anticipate a completed final report soon. In the
months since the APA conference we have been
finalizing the analyses, with the addition of one
more study. This meant re-writing sections of the
draft report. While the work has been detailed and
tedious, the new analyses will not change the final
content of the report in any appreciable way. So,
there is no great need to be concerned about major
changes in the content or results.
One of the biggest concerns that seems to arise
repeatedly around the meta-analysis is the meaning
and use of the results. Do the results represent
a policy or “official list” of validated techniques?
Questions have been asked regarding particular
techniques such as the RI technique, or the Marcy
techniques, or the Reid technique. Are some of these
techniques “off the list?”
First, it was my initial suggestion to APA President
Shaw to consider the use of a presidential directive

Second, it is important to remember that a metaanalysis is actually a scientific and statistical
analysis of other scientific studies. A meta-analysis
is not a policy document. As such the results of a
meta-analysis have no enforceable mandate. Instead,
results of scientific studies are simply information.
Every literature survey, systematic review, or metaanalysis must start by defining for itself what
published information is required for inclusion
in the study. This was both easy and difficult in
the case of the meta-analysis: APA requires two
published studies. Meta-analytic research, like
all scientific research, is intended to be helpful to
professionals by answering questions. The practical
question is this: which polygraph techniques can
be defended in term of scientific validity? These
questions are also important in a practical sense:
what do we know about the criterion accuracy
(related to decision accuracy) and reliability of those
techniques? Which techniques can be documented
with a completely documented structured model for
test administration and test data analysis? Do the
published studies employ the technique as it is used
in field settings? Inclusion in the meta-analysis was
based only on the ability to answer these questions.
If these questions could be answered the study and
technique were included. Techniques and studies
were not included if answers to these questions
could not be obtained from the published literature.
One thing that became very clear at the APA annual
conference is that there is an important desire on
the part of some important agencies to continue
using some polygraph techniques that were not
included in the meta-analysis because of a lack of
research evidence. This message was heard loud
and clear. In the months since the APA conference,
members of the research committee have been busy

collecting data for two different studies on the RI
technique, and have begun to make plans for studies
on the Marcy technique and Backster exploratory
technique. It appears that research and validation
efforts have been mobilized at the federal level also.
Of course, validation studies are a never-ending
project, and plans have also begun for studies to
further study the accuracy of MGQT techniques in
multi-issue contexts.
Finally, keep in mind that it will be the responsibility
of each individual professional to defend one’s work
at the level of the individual case in the event of a
legal challenge. Science is premised on the notion of
published and replicated scientific studies. A single
un-replicated study is somewhat unconvincing in
the realm of science. Like testing a new weapon: it
has to work for the designer and the demonstration
expert, but it also has to work for everyone else. So,
we must study the effectiveness of both scientific
tests and weapons with designated experts and
with professionals who are independent of the
manufacturer and who represent the skills and
abilities and concerns of normal professionals who
have to address real problems under circumstances
that are sometimes adverse and even dangerous. It is
not the goal of the APA to restrict any examiner from
doing one’s best to make the world a safer and more
honest place. It is the goal of the APA to promote
the polygraph profession, protect against the use
of techniques that are either sub-optimal or cannot
be defended, and prepare in advance to answer any
legal, legislative or scientific challenges. Regardless
of the results of the meta-analysis, any APA member
should feel free to use any technique that can be
defended with a credible basis of research.

From the Board

to the ethics committee to stand-down on any
complaints regarding validated techniques for the
first year. That was considered carefully at the APA
annual seminar and President Shaw has directed the
ethics committee to take no action regarding the use
of the RI technique and the Marcy technique. The
goal of the new standards is to increase standing of
the polygraph professions, and to increase our ability
to defend and advocate for polygraph examiners and
polygraph programs – both of which require funding
from sources that increasingly demand the use of
evidence-based practices when appropriating fiscal
resources. The purpose of the stand-down order is
two-fold: 1) to provide sufficient time to complete
and publish research on some useful techniques
that were not yet included in the meta-analysis, and
2) to refrain from making individual professionals
vulnerable as the APA seeks to increase the standing
and strength of the profession.

With all this in mind, the APA Board of Directors
is continuously in the process of discussing and
developing adjustments and improvements to the
standards of practice. Changes have been discussed
which are intended to ease the tension of transition
as the polygraph profession adopts an evidencebased position that can answer and prevail in
response to the eventual challenges that face the
polygraph profession and other fields of forensic
science.
As always, the research committee and the APA
will provide any assistance possible in response to
information or training needs. Please let us know
your questions and concerns so we can continue to
serve the needs and future of this profession and
this important Association.
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Mental Contamination
by
Tuvya T. Amsel, Ph.D.

A box containing expensive medication went missing from a pharmaceutical manufacturer’s
warehouse. Five stockmen who had access to the box were sent to take a polygraph test. Jim the
senior stockman was the least probable suspect for several reasons: he was a devoted and loyal
employee, he had no visible motives to steal and he was absent on the day of occurrence. In the test
he was fully cooperative and his behavior symptoms displayed veracity. Although he was truthful
and in spite of very effective comparison questions his charts were inconsistent and erratic which
led to borderline charts with a strong tendency toward deception. While reasons such as: excessive
interrogation prior to the test, examinee’s overly concern over the outcome, etc. may caused the
results, mental contamination emerges as the leading cause. Contamination defined as a presence
of a minor and unwanted constituent in another substance. To put it in plain English: something is
bugging the examinee concerning the issue under investigation or in our case the probable polluting
agent is the examinee’s concern that the test will expose a different wrongdoing committed by him
or he feels responsible for what happened (guilty feeling or complex).
Contamination may be found in all type of examinations, from pre-employment tests when the
candidate fears detection of a past misdeed, through periodical screening in were the examinee
fears that a minor lie will be revealed, all the way to almost any specific test in were the examinee
fears detection of a similar violation performed by him in the past.
The idea of contamination goes back to the early days of polygraphy. Trovillo (1939) points out that
“A suspect may give a large response … not because he is guilty of robbing … but because he has
robbed [in] other … places.” Later, Backster labeled the phenomenon as the “Outside Issue Factor,”
a factor that in some instances has a “Damping (or Super Damping) effect” that may suppress the
examinee’s reactivity to the relevant (in the case of a guilty examinee) or to the comparison (in the
case of a truthful examinee) questions,” resulting in an inconclusive chart (Matte, 1996).
While unanimous of the phenomenon, scholars disagree of its effect. Some “suggest negligible or
nonexistent consequence” that result in noisy and erratic charts (Krapohl & Sturm, 2002). Honts
et al. (2004) on the other hand found that its presence “had a strong differential impact on the
participants who were innocent of the tested issue, and it dramatically moved their scores toward
deception. The impact of an outside issue on the guilty was minimal.”

The author is a private examiner in Israel, and a regular contributor to the publications of the American Polygraph Association.
The views expressed in this column are solely those of the author, and do not necessarily represent those of the American
Polygraph Association. Publishable comments and replies regarding this column can be sent to editor@polygraph.org. The
APA may publish responsible comments received by the publication deadline in the following issue of the APA Magazine.
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It should be emphasized that the mere existence of an outside issue doesn’t necessarily have to
contaminate the examinee’s charts. So far there is no research indicating who might be possibly
contaminated but it seems that educated examinees, who are more sensitive to nuances (which
eventually enhance responsiveness), are more probable candidates to be contaminated by an
outside issue.
Remedies
Reid suggested “ …the control questioning technique is of particular value … With this advanced
technique the subject is informed that, except for the general control question, the relevant test
questions will be confined to the particular issue under investigation, the theory that this instruction
will result in a subsidence of the disturbing effect of any other possible offenses.” Yet, Reid himself
raised some doubt concerning his solution: “…however, some truthful subjects will continue to
produce a generally disturbed polygraph records.” (Reid & Inbau, 1977)
Backster (2001) incorporated into his ZCT test format two symptomatic questions aimed toward
isolating a possible existence of an outside issue which may suppress the examinee’s responses
to the relevant or comparison questions. Backster assumed that “With ‘super-dampening’ the only
expected reaction to occur is to the symptomatic question under discussion.”
While the symptomatic questions were designed as a means of detecting the existence of an outside
issue and as such they were not analyzed or scored, “some US Government agencies such as the
Army CID and the Naval Investigative Service went as far as using them as comparison questions
to the relevant questions.” (Capps, Knill & Evan, 1993)
As for the effectiveness of Backster’s remedy, scholars’ opinions diverge. On one hand Capps et al.
(1993) found that their “… research provides evidence to substantiate Backster’s claim that the
inclusion of symptomatic questions in the control question polygraph examination significantly
reduces the inconclusive calls made by the examiner. The number of inconclusive calls were
reduced by two-thirds, exactly as Backster predicted. This study found, as Backster did, that the
symptomatics do make a significant difference in terms of alleviating inconclusive results.” On the
other hand Honts et al. (1993) concluded that the “(Symptomatic) Test questions about possible
outside issues were ineffective in detecting the presence of the outside issue.” Krapohl et al. found
that “…reactions to symptomatic questions had no correlation with the strength of polygraph scores
in either the manual 7-position scorings or the automated ROSS. The predicted super-dampening
effect was not found.” (Krapohl & Ryan, 2001)
As mentioned, the symptomatic questions’ purpose is to identify the existence of an outside issue.
But the phrasing (“Are you completely convinced that I will not ask you an unreviewed question
during this chart?” and “Is there something else you are afraid I will ask you a question about,
even though I told you I would not?”) sound to the examinee – who is not familiar with purpose of
the question – as being asked, “Do you trust / believe me or not?” So when introduced with the
symptomatic questions, many examinees’ spontaneous response is, “I believed you until now ….”
And so, if the examinee identifies the symptomatic question as a trust question, her/his response
merely reflects her/his trust or mistrust in the examiner rather than an existence of an outside
issue.
Solution
As in many aspects of polygraphy there is no magic formula solution (or in this case magic question)
but rather a painstaking thorough pretest which will increase the chances of being told of the
outside issue as well as establishing good rapport and trust.
Although most examinees may have an outside issue that may contaminate their responses, surfacing
it in the pretest may turn it from a non-issue to an outside issue. For this reason, it should only
APA Magazine 2011, 44(6)
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briefly be touched upon without further questioning. Examiners should ask questions regarding
past involvement but once the examinee denies it, no further questions should be asked. Only after
concluding at least two charts which are erratic and noisy and suspected of being contaminated,
should the examiner commence a thorough in-depth questioning. To demonstrate the effect of
contamination, it should be said to the examinee that a grain of salt is enough to prevent water from
boiling at 100 degrees Celsius, so s/he should rather tell what was on the examinee’s mind upon
hearing the relevant question. Once the examinee has opened and shared her/his concerns, the
examiner should proceed to the next charts adding the prefix “Other than what you have told me…”
to the question. If the examinee does not add anything, the examiner should assure her/him that s/
he has no interest in other violations or wrongdoing but only the issue at hand, and then proceed to
the next chart. If the charts are still noisy the examinee should be confronted and told that unless
s/he cooperates, the examiner won’t be able to reach a conclusion which usually makes truthful
examinees cooperate with the examiner and tell what’s on her/his mind. If no further information
is provided and the charts are inconclusive it is strongly suggested to retest the examinee on a later
day with another examiner. The examinee should be advised that due to the fact that in some of
the questions the results are not significant the examiner would like to submit the examinee to an
additional test. In the retest the comparison questions should be replaced. If the examiner used
a nonexclusive comparison question (without a time bar), it should be replaced with an exclusive
comparison question which excludes the current violation by either time and/or place. The retest
should consist of at least two charts. Retests usually produce clearer charts which enable the
examiner to reach a decisive conclusion.
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Tech
Talk
The Polygraph Examination and Information
Dr. Yury Kholodny
It is well known that the polygraph examination gives an opportunity to find out information
about concealed and significant events of life of any man. The second well-known fact is that the
physiological reactions registered during polygraph examination can be caused both by the mental
processes during concealment of the information and by any other mental activity of man. And
the third fact: The use of the polygraph gives an opportunity to determine the involvement of an
examinee in any crime much better than by way of random guessing.
Until now there are no specific patterns in physiological reactions which can definitely
indicate the nature of mental processes (for example, surprise, concealment of information, fright,
etc.) which have caused these reactions. During polygraph examination the increase of physiological
reactions following one stimulus (question or subject) in comparison with the reactions following
some other stimuli is the signal that the stimulus (with the big reaction) has subjective importance
for the person.
However, these facts put the fundamental question - how we can get the information with real
semantic content if the polygraph registers only some physiological reactions on some questions?
To answer to this fundamental question we may use experiments which were reported by Raskin,
Barland and Podlesny (1978). More than 30 years ago these scientists used the guilty-knowledge
test (GKT)1 and wrote the following:
“The subject was administered a series of five charts each having six alternatives to a
different question concerning information related to the crime. The items consisted of a
set of equally plausible alternatives, one of which was the correct (critical) alternative.
The question sequence was as follows:

1

Editor’s Note: This method in more recent years is also known as the Concealed Information Test.
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Chart 1
Regarding the type of ring that may have been taken,
		
(1) Do you know if it was a sapphire class ring?
		
(2) Do you know if it was a pearl engagement ring?
		
(3) Do you know if it was a silver and turquoise ring?
		
(4) Do you know if it was a gold wedding ring?
***
		
(5) Do you know if it was a ruby class ring?
		
(6) Do you know if it was a diamond engagement ring?
Chart 2
Regarding the floor of this building that the ring was hidden on,
		
(1) Do you know if it was the 1st floor?
		
(2) Do you know if it was the 12 th floor?
		
(3) Do you know if it was the 6 th floor?
		
(4) Do you know if it was the 4 th floor?
		
(5) Do you know if it was the 8 th floor?
***
		
(6) Do you know if it was the 10 th floor?
Chart 3
Regarding the number of the room that the ring was hidden in,
		
(1) Do you know if it was Room 800?
		
(2) Do you know if it was Room 820?
***
		
(3) Do you know if it was Room 810?
		
(4) Do you know if it was Room 816?
		
(5) Do you know if it was Room 814?
		
(6) Do you know if it was Room 803?
Chart 4
Regarding the type of envelope that the ring was hidden in,
		
(1) Do you know if it was an inter-campus mail envelope?
		
(2) Do you know if it was a medium-sized manila envelope?
		
(3) Do you know if it was a business-sized white envelope?
		
(4) Do you know if it was a small-sized manila envelope?
		
(5) Do you know if it was a small-sized white envelope?
		
(6) Do you know if it was a large-sized manila envelope?

***

Chart 5
Regarding the name of the doctor that the guilty person was instructed to ask for,
		
(1) Do you know if it was Dr. Trumbull?
		
(2) Do you know if it was Dr. Tolman?
		
(3) Do you know if it was Dr. Heisse?
		
(4) Do you know if it was Dr. Jordan?
		
(5) Do you know if it was Dr. Calvin?
		
(6) Do you know if it was Dr. Mitchell? ***
“The first alternative was included to buffer initial responding and was not scored. The
remaining five alternatives consisted of a critical item and four noncritical items. The
critical item was the correct alternative, and noncritical items were all incorrect. The
critical items were positioned among the noncritical items in a pseudo-random order
across charts. In the above list, critical items are identified with asterisks. The rationale
of the guilty-knowledge technique was explained to each subject in that group, and prior
to each chart the question was reviewed, but no alternatives were stated until the test
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was administered except with Chart 4. Prior to that chart, an example of each type of
envelope was shown to the subject and specifically named. Subjects were instructed
to answer “no” to each alternative on all of the charts” (Raskin, Barland, Podlesny,
1978).
So, before “polygraph examination” the probability that any examinee was involved in the
“crime” (stealing of golden wedding ring) was:
Рbefore = 0.5

(or 50 % / 50 %)

During “polygraph examination five charts were used and each of them had six questions.
The first question of any chart is the “sacrificial” one, and reactions on these “sacrificial” questions
are never taken in account in the further analysis.
So, any of five charts has five “working”
questions. One of them is the element of the “crime” (critical item) and four others which are
irrelevant (noncritical items).
If one took any one of the examinee’s charts (for example – Chart 1) the probability that
the reactions on the element of the “crime” (i.e. relevant question) were random is mathematically
represented as Р Ch1 = 1/х = 0.2 where “х” is the number of “working” questions in any chart.
It’s clear that the probability of the random reactions of the examinee on the elements of the
“crime” in Chart 1 (Р Ch1) and in Charts 2, 3 and 4 are equal: Р Ch1 = Р Ch2 = Р Ch3 = Р Ch4 = Р
= 0.2
Ch5
If, during polygraph testing, somebody from the group of examinees demonstrated strong
reactions on relevant questions in all Charts 1 - Chart 5, the probability that these reactions were
random would be calculated as follows: Pran Ch1-Ch5 = (Р Ch1) x (Р Ch2) x (Р Ch3) x (Р Ch4) x (Р Ch5)
Any polygraph examiner knows that if he (or she) uses five charts of guilty knowledge test
(GKT) and sees strong reactions on the relevant questions he (or she) is right to make the conclusion
that this examinee is involved in the crime somehow. In our case (stealing of golden wedding ring)
the probability that strong reactions of the examinee on all relevant questions are the random event
is this: Pran Ch1-Ch5 = 0.2 x 0.2 x 0.2 x 0.2 x 0.2 = 0.00032, (or 0.032 %).
After polygraph examination the examinee has demonstrated strong reactions to all elements
of the “crime” and he (she) has become the suspect. In this case the probability of the involvement
in the “crime” of this suspect, is Рafter = 1 – P ran Ch1-Ch5
Earlier it was stated that before the polygraph examination the probability that the suspect
has been involved in the stealing of a golden wedding ring was: Рbefore = 0.5. After the polygraph
examination (in our case – strong reactions of the suspected on elements of the “crime”) the
uncertainty (in our case – the involvement of the suspect in the “crime”) can be reduced (Venttsel,
1969).
Really, the probability of the involvement of the suspect in the “crime” has increased (Рafter =
0.9984). The polygraph examiner comes to the following conclusion: this person was involved in
the disappearance of a golden wedding ring.
The result of the polygraph examination is the difference of probabilities:
I = Рafter – Рbefore
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This difference “points out how experiment ‘α’ (in our case – polygraph testing) reduces
full uncertainty about ‘β,’ or how much something new we get to know about ‘β’, conducting
experiment ‘α’. The difference ‘I’ is named for the information about ‘β’ which is contained in ‘α’.
Thus, we have an opportunity for numerical measurement of the information” (Jaglom & Jaglom,
1973). Of course, this simple example gives only the most general representation, but it gives the
clear answer to the fundamental question stated above.
In this example GKT was used. But the probabilistic principle of the results received with
the help of polygraph is one and indivisible. This principle doesn’t depend on the kind of tests - of
comparison question technique (CQT) or of concealed information technique. Of course, when the
polygraph examiner uses CQT the estimation of probability and receiving of information isn’t so
simple – such estimation is very complicated.
So, the polygraph examination described above by Raskin, Barland and Podlesny gave a very
important result - when the examiner registers reactions of an examinee during polygraph testing,
he receives information about the examinee’s involvement in investigated events in the strictly
scientific meaning of the concept – “information.”
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Quotables
There is a subtle danger in a man thinking that he is “fixed” for life. It indicates
that the next jolt of the wheel of progress is going to fling him off.
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- HENRY FORD, My Life and Work
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Training & Seminars
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Academy for Scientific Investigative Training
1704 Locust Street, 2nd Floor
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103
Director: Nathan J. Gordon
Ph: 215.732.3349
Fax: 215.545.1773
E-mail: truthdoctor@polygraph-training.com
Webpage: www.polygraph-training.com
Academy of Polygraph Science
Nature Coast Office
5441 Emerald Drive
Ridge Manor, FL 33523
Director: Richard E. Poe
Ph: 727.642.6384 or 727.420.0521
E-mail: acdypolyscience@tampabay.rr.com
Webpage: www.drpoeandassoc.com
Academy of Polygraph Science Latinamerica
12945 Seminole Blvd. Ste 15
Largo, FL 33778
Director: Arno Horvath – 727.531.3782
E-Mail: polygraphacademy@hotmail.com
Website: abhpolygraphscience.com
American Institute of Polygraph
908 Barton Street
Otsego, Michigan 49078-1583
Director: Lynn P. Marcy
Ph: 262.692.2413
Fax: 269.694.4666
Webpage: www.polygraphis.com
American International Institute of Polygraph
1115 Mt. Zion Road, Suite F
Morrow, GA 30260-0686
Director: Charles E. Slupski
Ph: 770.960.1377
Fax: 770.960.1355
E-mail: aiip@qpolygraph.com
Webpage: www.polygraphschool.com
Arizona School of Polygraph Science
Arizona Polygraph Examiners, LLC
202 E. McDowell Road, Suite 275
Phoenix, AZ 85004
Director: Laura Wells de Perry
Ph: 602.272.8123, 800.464.7831
Fax: 480.393.4538
E-mail: office@arizonapolygraphexaminers.com
Webpage: www.azpolygraphschool.com
Backster School of Lie Detection
861 Sixth Avenue, Suite 403
San Diego, California 92101-6379
Director: Cleve Backster
Ph: 619.233.6669
Fax: 619.233.3441
E-mail: clevebackster@cs.com
Webpage: www.backster.net
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Canadian Police College Polygraph Training School
P.O. Box 8900
Ottawa, Ontario
Canada K1G 3J2
Director: Scott McLeod
Ph: 613.998.0886
E-mail: scott.mcleod@rcmp-grc.gc.ca
Centro de Investigacion Forense Y Control de Confianza S.C.
Rodriguez Saro #523, Int. 501-A Col. Del Valle
Del. Benito Juarez
Mexico, DF. C.P. 03100
Director: Jaime Raul Duran Valle
Ph: 011.52.55.2455.4624
Centro Mexicano de Analisis Poligrafico y Psicologico, S.C.
Arqueologos #53
Col. El Retono, C.P. 09440
Mexico DF
Director: Maria Fernanda Gadea Lucio
Ph: 011.52.55.5418.5464
Gazit International Polygraph School
29 Hamered, Industry Building
P.O.Box 50474
Tel Aviv 61500 Israel
Director: Mordechai (Mordi) Gazit – 972.3.575.2488
E-mail: mordi@gazit-poly.co.il
Webpage: www.polygraph-school.com
Horowitz-Ginton Credibility Assessment Academy
11 Ben-Gurion, Vita Towers
Bnei-Brak 51260 Israel
Director: Dr. Avital Ginton
Ph: 972.3.616.1111
E-mail: ginton@zahav.net.il
International Polygraph Studies Center
Colima No. 385-2
Colonia Roma Norte
06700 Mexico D. F. Mexico
Director: Raymond Nelson – 303.587.0599
E-mail: international@poligrafia.com.mx
International Academy of Polygraph
1835 South Perimeter Road, Suite 125
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33309-3066
Director: Scott A. Walters
Ph: 954.771.6900
Fax: 954.776.7687
E-mail: dci@deception.com
Israeli Government Polygraph School
P.O. Box 17193
Tel-Aviv 61171 Israel
Director: Eyal Peled
E-mail: igpolyschool@012.net.il
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Latin American Polygraph Institute
Carrera 46 #93-70
Barrio La Castellana
Bogotá, Colombia
Director: Sidney Wise Arias
Ph: 571.236.9630
571.482.9421
E-mail: swarias@bellsouth.net

National Center for Credibility Assessment
7540 Pickens Avenue
Fort Jackson, SC 29207
Director: William F. Norris
Ph: 803.751.9100
Fax: 803.751.9125 or 37
Registrar e-mail: gatlins@daca.mil
Webpage: www.ncca.mil
Federal, State, and Local Law Enforcement only
New England Polygraph Institute
P.O. Box 825
Center Harbor, NH 03226
Director: David J. Crawford
Ph: 603.253.8002
E-mail: kacdc@worldpath.net

Marston Polygraph Academy
PO Box 456
Winterhaven CA 92283
Director: Thomas M. Kelly
Ph: 877.627.2223 or 909.888.2988
Fax: 909.383.1025
tkelly@marstonpolygraphacademy.com
Webpage: www.marstonpolygraphacademy.com

Northeast Counterdrug Training Center Polygraph Program
c/o Dept. of Military & Veteran’s Affairs
Building 8-64 Fort Indiantown Gap
Annville, PA 17003-5002
Director: Elmer Criswell
Ph: 717.861.9432
E-mail: lietestec@aol.com
Municipal and State Agencies only

Maryland Institute of Criminal Justice
8424 Veterans Highway, Suite 3
Millersville, Maryland 21108-0458
Director: Billy H. Thompson
Ph: 410.987.6665 or 800.493.8181
Fax: 410.987.4808
E-mail: MDMICJ@aol.com
Webpage: www.micj.com

Orange County Polygraph Institute
27281 Las Ramblas, Suite 140
Mission Viejo CA 92691
Director: Len Salcedo – 949.916.0111
E-mail: lsalcedo@ocpica.com
Webpage: www.ocpica.com

Mexico Polygraph Studies Unit
Calle Cuauhtemoc # 168
Colonia Tizapan de San Angel
Mexico D.F. 01059
Director: Luz Del Carmen Diaz
Ph: 011.52.55.5616.6273
E-mail: ldgalindo@entermas.net
MINDEF Centre for Credibility Assessment
Block 13, Mandai Camp 2
Mandai Road
Singapore
Director: V. Cholan – (65) 67684147
E-mail: cholan@starnet.gov.sg
National Academy of Training and
Investigations in Polygraph Analysis
Reforma #364, Colonia Juarez
Delegacion Cuauhtemoc
Mexico, D.F. CP 0660
Director: Jesus Sandoval Escalante
Ph: 011.52.5.552.410313

Training & Seminars

Kentucky Institute of Polygraph Studies
EKU Funderburk Building
521 Lancaster Avenue
Richmond, KY 40475
Director: Pam Shaw
Ph: 859.622.5944
E-mail: pam.shaw@ky.gov

Texas Department of Public Safety
Law Enforcement Polygraph School
P.O. Box 4087
Austin, Texas 78773-0001
Director: Walt Goodson
Ph: 512.997.4093
Fax: 512.424.5717
E-mail: walt.goodson@txdps.state.tx.us
Local, State, and Federal agencies only
Veridicus International Polygraph Academy
Domingo Gonzales #35 Bis, Col. San Antonio Culhuacan
Del. Iztapalapa
Mexico DF. C.P. 09800
Director: Yasmin Rios
Ph: (01152) 15591033522
Webpage: www.veridicusinc.com
Virginia School of Polygraph
7885 Coppermine Drive
Manassas, Virginia 20109
Director: Darryl Debow
Ph: 703.396.7657
Fax: 703.396.7660
E-mail: Polygraph1@verizon.net
Webpage: www.virginiaschoolofpolygraph.com
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